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         Score 80

From questions 1 to 11 answer for 16 scores

1.which amendment removed right to property from the list of fundamental rights?(1)
2.Who was the chief election commissioner of India? (1)
3.Anti defection amendment came into existence in.............year (1)
4.Complete the structure of judiciary (3)

5.The process by which judges are removed from their office is known as.............. (1)
6.Who is known as the father of local self government? (1)
7.Which constitutional amendment is known as mini constitution? (1)

8.Match the following (3)

              A B
a) On liberty a)Aung San Suchi
b) Freedom from fear b) Nelson Mandela 
3) Long walk to freedom c)J S mill

9.Arrange the following properly(3)
      
           political exicutive Permanent exicutive

( chief secretary, IRS, District collector, Chief minister, Prime minister, governor)

10. Categorise  the following into political and economic rights

( right to vote, right to work, right to criticise, right to wage, right to leisure, right to contest 
election)
11.What are the special powers of Loka saba (2)

Attempt any four questions fro 12 to 16 (3 marks each)

12.Why did India adopt FPTP?
13.Point out discretionary powers of the president of India.
14.What are the three methods of constitutional amendments.
15.Point out three benefits of studying political science.
16.Write a note on global citizenship.

High courts



Attempt any four from 17 to 21 ( 4 marks each)

17.What are the functions of the election commission of India?
18.What are the major criticisms against Indian constitution?
19.Distinguish between negative liberty and positive liberty.
20.Briefly explain different  forms of structural violence 
21.explain different measures to to promote equality

Attempt any five from 22 to 26 ( 5 marks each)

22.What are the major changes brought by 73rd amendment of the constitution?
23.Discuss John Rawls theory of justice.
24.Differentiate Indian and Western secularism.
25.Explain the functions of a constitution.
26.Explain different stages of law making proceedure.

Attempt any two from 27 to 29 ( 8 marks each)

27.Explain fundamental rights guaranteed by the Indian constitution
28.Discuss the conflicting areas of Indian federalism.
29.Discuss any four factors that promote nationalism.
                    ...................................................
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